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Abstract

I create situations that hold onto spaces or things. That psychic energy can be
transferred to a viewer. I’m curious about this transference and The Aesthetics
of Disengagement and the empathetic nature of making work.
I often engage the viewer through overwhelm (such as: texturally, amount of
objects, length of performance, mark making…) to create anxiety/tension around
a body or around how a body relates to space. To create this overwhelm, I use
ritual, repetitive labor that is between obsessive and meditative. In this
boundary, I wonder about whether art is healing or can be. I’m interested in
creating spaces for the viewer that are nest, but also partially tenuous or,
sometimes, trap-like— comfortable and uncomfortable. This spatial and bodily
tension parallels the Gothic genre’s claustrophobic spaces and Elaine Scarry.
Finally, I’m also curious, in relation to the extreme time scales I use, about the
line between art and life.
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Coﬀee cup with black mold
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A coﬀee cup perched above my head on a white fridge. The liquid inside
the cup turned the bottom of the cup brown and softened the paper
allowing liquid to burst outwards. The liquid moved across the roof of the
fridge and then down the side of the fridge moving about two inches daily.
The walnut texture of the fridge caught, slowed, and redirected the spill
creating branches and veins in its downward path. More coﬀee continued
to escape the cup lengthening the stain and turning it darker every day.
Eventually, the black stain spanned the entirety of the fridge and met me at
the width and height of my body. Still, more coﬀee continued to leak
dripping oﬀ the fridge and finally reaching the ground, puddling in several
quarter sized pools at my feet. The cup had fully expelled itself. But,
enough coﬀee was left inside the cup for mold to grow. The mold was
green and soft. Then, black and hard. The black mold dried and surrounded
the edges of the cup in flakes. The flakes fell down into the cup in petals.
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By the time I finished fifth grade, I had read just about every Stephen King
book. By middle school, I had graduated to H.P. Lovecraft, Joyce Carol Oates,
and the Bronte sisters. Through these authors, I delved into my attraction to the
Gothic. My brother, visiting home from college, introduced me to H.P. Lovecraft.
He gave me The Rats in the Walls- a short story about a man whom, after a
death in the family, finds himself inheriting a new home. He takes up residence
in the home and begins to hear rats chewing behind the walls. He breaks
through the wall, following the sounds of gnawing rats. He finds the source— a
graveyard of human bodies murdered by his ancestors being eaten by rats. In
the Bronte novels, I was drawn to the female heroines like stoic Jane Eyre or
wild Cathy Earnshaw. My most lasting impression from Joyce Carol Oates was
In a Region of Ice, which I will detail below.
My understanding of the Gothic is informed by childhood fascination with
the literature of that genre and movies, but also by reading books of scholarship
on the subject: The Gothic World and New Directions in the 21st Century
Compass. In The Gothic World, Chris Baldick’s states that there are three main
characteristics of the Gothic. He writes that it ”should combine a fearful sense of
inheritance in time with a claustrophobic sense of enclosure in space, these two
dimensions reinforcing one another to produce a sickening descent into
disintegration” (Byron 422). The notion of “swarming” introduced in The Gothic
World—a concept used aesthetically to create the feeling of being engulfed from
multiple fronts all at once, which potentially produces a sense of claustrophobia,
anxiety, or confusion for the viewer. In a Gothic novel, a ghost in a haunted
house may be the manifestation of “a sense of inheritance in time” (422).
Ghosts act as a metaphor for hidden anxieties, which are either purposefully
unearthed, or without notice and consent appear. No matter how they are
conjured, they always haunt. Ghosts also are a metaphor for the collapse of
boundaries between bodies.
Another theorist, Boyd, describes the Gothic as “characterized by
grotesque characters and scenes, explorations of abnormal psychological
states, dark humor, violence, and a sense of alienation or futility” (311). My work
encompasses a sense of futility or alienation often through its cyclical nature of
the processes. Finally, another theme in the gothic is grandeur and beauty in
relation to disgust or fear. In my recent use of food and art materials, I am
interested in Julia Kristeva’s idea of an intersection “between abjection and
fascination,” which creates “an attraction to and repulsion fro that which is
grotesque” (Farnell 183). Mixing art materials and food can be “presented as
alluring and enthralling, yet repulsive due to the associations of death, decay,
and morbidity evoked” (183).
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Screens, performance with wire mesh, steel, ink, 2016

One of the more touching stories I’ve read in the contemporary Gothic
genre is Joyce Carol Oates’ A Region of Ice. It is about the relationship between
Sister Irene and her student Allen, and her cursory attempts (and ultimate failure)
to save him from himself. She was impeded by the societal structure she felt she
must act within (strict relations between student and teacher, male and female,
any two Christian subjects), but her behavior was ultimately her choice. Sister
Irene struggles to express intimacy within these narrow boundaries. She
restrains herself from doing so because for the characters in Oates’s stories “the
risks of human connection appear to far outweigh the benefits, and violence is
always about to happen,” And it was because of these threats, she chose to be
a nun:
Sister Irene is not physically and emotionally alienated because she is a nun;
she is a nun because she has made a conscious choice to remain isolated,
alone, and, most of all, safe. Although some readers might see Allen
Weinstein as a possible avenue of redemption in her life, Sister Irene clearly
experiences him as a possible agent of annihilation. She consciously
chooses the ordinary over the heroic, and she is patiently resigned to the
consequences.
Sister Irene represents a self-imposed denial, restriction, isolation for the
sake of protection and Allen, annihilation for himself and her. I am interested
in that her behaviors are recurring strategies in my work: restrictive repetitive
acts, denial, and isolation/internalization (physical removal into an isolated
space or self-portraiture). Through these choices, “the other becomes
somewhat peripheral to the self” (Ross xxiit).
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This is a still from the movie version of A
Region of Ice during a conversation
between Sister Irene and Allen.

This is a still from Screens.

In Screens, I tried to protect myself from exposure by continuously
dipping screens in black ink. I created a box around myself in the corner of the
room and then wove wire through holes I made in the steel. The ink would stay
in the screen and become opaque for a moment, and then the ink would drain
from the screen. Gravity pulled the ink from the screens back down to the floor
of the box. I wore a black coat to blend in with the ink. It was a winter coat. It
made me really hot and uncomfortable. I completed the process as fast as I
could, but I wasn’t ever really able to keep the screens full of ink as fast as they
were draining. It was stressful that the ink kept falling down but at least its path
was predictable. I became hotter and hotter. I rushed myself to the point where I
was never really able to get better or learn. I was too anxious to become more
adept at hanging the screens or filling them with ink. In the performance, the
public was seated around me in a semicircle, but I was disconnected from them
because of my structure and because of my attention to my process. Eventually,
the piece began to hemorrhage ink. I didn’t know how to cope with that. It
started to lose ink and the ink spread across the floor to the viewers. Eventually,
it began to become diﬃcult to fill up the screens and make them opaque
because there was so little ink left. I scraped the screens on the floor over and
over again, in an attempt to pick up what little ink was left. Eventually, I suppose
the ink would have disappeared and I would have just been a person to look at
in a box. But, one of the viewers stopped me and called me out of the box
before the performance ended. Before they called me out of the box, I had no
conception of how much time had passed.
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Screens, performance with wire mesh, steel, ink, 2016

I am interested in boundaries and walls. Personal boundaries include
physical, mental, psychological and spiritual boundaries. Boundaries can be
rigid, soft, or fluid and “to marginalize the other is to protect oneself from the
losses that come about in any relationship with the other,” writes Christine Ross
in Aesthetics of Disengagement (xxii). In her book, Ross discusses strategies
artists employ to engage people through making things, but also distance the
viewer at the same time. Some of these methods include “the withdrawal into
the self, the radical movement of protection of the self from the other, the
subject's signaling (through reduced nonverbal communication) to "keep my
distance,” the this close sense of isolation, the rupture of communicational
intersubjectivity, perceptual insuﬃciency” (182). To make a piece of art doesn’t

necessarily involve empathy, connection, or relatedness. But to show a piece of
art to another person is to form some kind of relationship with another person
and has all of those things (empathy, connection).
Another moment in the Aesthetics of Disengagement relates Screens and
describes other artists too, who are interested in the relationship between time,
repetition, process, productivity, and estrangement:
Caught in a constant loop by constant repetition of the same action. subjects
are imprisoned in time; unable to learn from their failures, self-absorbed,
disengaged from the other, they are amnesiacs reenacting the mythic figure
Sysphis who repeatedly pushes a stone up a hill only to see it fall down again
under its own weight. But the works also systematically stage individuals
putting a huge eﬀort into actions that don't produce anything other than
!11

predictable repetition. This constant is important: the eﬀort is both huge and
unproductive, and it is the very unproductively of the repeated eﬀort that
condemns the individuals to isolation. The loop structure or cramped framing
of the image contributes to this remoteness. From the perspective of the
represented subject, it is though nothing is lost or will be lost in the actions
he or she persistently seeks to repeat. It is more up to the neglected viewer
to feel impoverishment..." (xvi, The Aesthetics of Disengagement)
This above quote could be applied to a lot of my work including Mannekin.
In this performance, and throughout this semester, I returned to self-portraiture.
In the piece pictured above, the character is totally preoccupied with unmaking
and making itself, its own image. My actual, physical legs live in a diﬀerent
space underneath the image of legs. The black outline of its image is made of
black clay and the colors of its image are made of watery paints. It manipulates
its image through ripping the boundaries of the clay and pouring watery paints.

Mannekin, performance with plastic tarp, paints, wooden box, 2017
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Mannekin, performance with plastic tarp, paints, wooden box, 2017

Mannekin, performance with plastic tarp, paints, wooden box, 2017
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Mannekin, performance with plastic tarp, paints, wooden box, 2017
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Greenish image, black gel, used paper towel, microwave, orange paint
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While picking up an open gallon of orange house paint, I bumped into the shelf
behind me.
A white microwave precariously sitting on the shelf tumbled oﬀ.
The white microwave hit me in the back and I fell down, dropping the bucket.
The liquid splattered on the floor.
I grabbed the wall for support, leaving orange handprints on the wall.
The white microwave hit the ground upside down and laid diagonally in a puddle
of orange. Also, within the puddle, floated a piece of some kind of black gel
skin, a greenish image, and a piece of used brown paper towel. The used paper
towel, greenish image, and black gel skin congealed together with the orange
paint as glue.
The white microwave pressed upon them squishing them together.
A white extension cord encrusted with green paint and coﬀee stains from prior
accidents knotted them all together.
The orange paint hardened and encrusted the objects together becoming a part
of the grey floor.
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1

1The

pictures above are from an animation I created from a
pool I made in my studio (right) entitled Self Portrait as
Pool. The entire effort undertaken in my studio was in
service to create the animation to be displayed to people.
I made a self portrait in the following manner. It filled almost
the entirety of my studio. The pool was made of vegetable oil
and oil paint and acrylic paint and water. First, I kneaded
clay; then I drew the outline of a image of myself with the
clay into a trough (a blue plastic drop cloth painted in black
rubber); and then I poured the liquids into the image. I made
the self portrait large but it grew even larger and more
claustrophobic in the space because of the way it spilled
everywhere and required more and more materials—as if to
feed it. Clods of clay and muddy drips clung everywhere.
After I made the image, I worked to deconstruct it manually,
by puncturing the clay walls. This ripping let liquid penetrate
the form, but the liquid would also erupt on its own accord
without my influence. The liquid not only erupted
unexpectedly and uncontrollably, but it would evaporate and
disappear over longer periods of time.
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2

When I was working on this project, I saw a million ways that everything was about to
“go wrong,” over and over. And I struggled against (and with) these ruptures, breakages,
and spills. I imagined the box bursting at the seams under the immense weight of the
liquid. I imagined the ladders and overhead structure overtop of it crashing down into at
any moment. I saw the ladders shake.
I imagined the overhead structure I created to hold the camera falling into the trough.
I imagined that the box, which was already under so much pressure from the weight of
liquid, bursting, and the liquid pouring out all over the space, seeping through the doors,
through the windows, through the floor….
I heard my phone buzz and was able to find it in the rubble and had three missed calls. I
called back. It was news from the person in the studio beneath me that the tarp I
created to hold the liquid had a leak and the liquid was starting to come into his studio.
One of my fears had come true. What did this mean? I questioned whether the entire
endeavor needed to be scrapped.
More thoughts entered my mind. When was the next building inspection? I imagined the
building inspectors bursting through my door and throwing me away. Al told me that one
of building inspectors tried to do that recently and that he could barely stop them.
When I built it, I knew it was an object that shouldn’t exist in this space. It’s very
existence wasn’t allowed. No pools indoors.
A fairly straightforward rule.
A pool in a space is an object that no one wants to be there. It would be under constant
threat of extinction. I knew during its creation that I was building a object that would be
threatened, but I did it anyway. It was almost an invitation to be forced to destroy . A
provocation. And it was so large and forceful in its presence. I couldn’t very well hide it if
someone entered the room. Maybe I could throw a blanket over it? it was an object that
shouldn’t exist; that wasn’t allowed to exist; if seen, would be destroyed;I would be
unable to stop them. When was the last building inspection? I couldn’t order my
thoughts in order to recall.
Suddenly, the overhead structure holding the camera fell down into the piece, but I
caught it before it could destroy everything.
I continued forward, but couldn’t stop imagining and replaying the overhead structure
falling into the trough. Many scenarios played in my head repeatedly and uncontrollably.
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3

It seemed its destruction was inevitable by my own
initiative and numerous outside forces. It wasn’t a
question of if it would be destroyed, but when and by
what cause.... It occurred to me that the forces
weren’t truly “outside” if I initiated them....
3

It felt to be an object that no one wanted to exist except me and even I was conflicted
about its right to exist and whether I wanted it to. I felt an immense weight of many
factors: the internal fragility of its material construction and qualities (the water seemed
to be evaporating and falling into pieces before my very eyes, faster and faster), the
impossibility of making this thing exist because of how much it stole from me financially
to create (it was coming to a point when I had nothing left to give), the knowledge that
this object wasn’t allowed to exist by the RISD Student Code of Conduct, the leaning
rickety construct literally hanging over my head... The multitude of threats swarmed like
an invisible/visible cloud around me and my object and I was both a coconspirator with
the threats and the final protector against them all.
I felt a growing hatred for it, but, simultaneously, my anxiety and fear for its ability to
survive under such fraught circumstances drove me forward and forward and I had to
move more and more quickly to save it....
In some moments, I felt comfort in my process I had created for it..The images I created
in the pool imagined destruction and dissolution that was already impending in reality for
the object. The pool became a pool of contemplation and solace at some times and I
was able to get lost in the repetition. I punctured the clay walls and the liquid from the
outside penetrated. The liquid penetrated my body image and also erupted on its own
accord. The image inside the object imagined the forthcoming and inevitable
disappearance of the object. But then, my own control over the situation through my rips
and pours eventually felt pathetic and useless in relation to the overall situation and I felt
frustrated and hopeless and nervous again... As I poured colors and broke walls, I took
images from a camera overhead. The images caught liquid moments. I collected the
images and made them into an animation and brought them down to their gallery to
present to everyone. People knew that there was a larger piece in my studio, but I
wouldn’t show it to them. I projected the video at a scale of about 2 feet by 3 feet.
People crowded around the projection to try to see it and decipher it, but they couldn’t
really. People were frustrated by that and suggested it would have been better to show
them my studio, but I kept it hidden and locked away upstairs.
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TYPES OF THREATS
1. PEOPLE, external or internal, intentional or unintentional
dermagraphia, internal
“If the concept of stigmatization inscribes or writes out a psycho-sociosymbolic
signifier on the skin, this catachresis is reversed with skin-disordered subjects
write out their skin in autobiographies; here the ‘dermagraphia’ or Freud’s
inscriptions on his mystic writing- pad are literalized.” - Thinking through the Skin
stigmatization, external
“Erving Goﬀman’s etymology of the term ‘stigmatization’ gives flesh to the literal
origination of the term. Stigmatization begins as a practice on the skin...
Stigmatization, for the Greeks, who were apparently strong on visual aids,
originated the term stigma to refer to bodily signs designed to expose something
unusual and bad about the moral status of the signifier. The signs were cut or
burnt into the body and advertised that the bearer was a slave, a criminal, or a
traitor- a blemished person, ritual polluted, to be avoided.”
2. PRECARITY IN ENVIRONMENT, external
3. DECAY, NEGLECT, TIME, external, unavoidable, entropy, gravity, here
material has initiative
?. UNKNOWN THREAT, threat of what would be there but can’t be seen.
All these categories represent diﬀerent kinds of “others." “Other” means other
than oneself. “Threat” is the type of relationship that any kind of relationship with
“the other” could potentially fall into. These are ways to access the potential
danger of something through accessing how much control a person has in
relation to these. I ranked these in order of scariness to me (from most to least),
but altogether, I perceive them as an overwhelming swarm.
Internal versus external threats: It can become confusing when attempting to
determine whether a threat is internally or externally controlled. For example, I
set up a pool in my studio knowing it would go against the rules of a contract I’d
signed and provoke RISD to force me to dismantle and destroy my
sculpture(which ultimately did happen). I created the situation knowingly and
purposefully. Is the destruction my doing or theirs? I don’t blame the dog for
biting someone if they are provoked. I
Avoidance and engagement: If one of these threats is present, what is my
likelihood to be able to avoid it or control it?
Immediacy: Is this an immediate danger or is it a long term threat?
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Purple disk with white yarn
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A handful of white yarn sat in cup of watery purple acrylic paint. The watery
portion evaporated leaving only the purple acrylic paint mush at the bottom of
the cup. The wet paint hardened. I yanked the string from the cup. Out came the
string attached to the paint which had hardened into a small disk shape. The
disk felt like a smooth rock and the string felt like hair. It felt good in my hand so
I carried her around in my coat pocket.
While driving, she was sitting in the passenger seat beside me in her home. She
was nestled in papery pieces and coddled by three open containers of diﬀerent
kinds of drinks filled to diﬀerent levels. A cup of coﬀee burst open and spilled on
her hair and gave her brown streaks.
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Territoriality refers to how people use space to communicate ownership or
occupancy of areas and possessions. Personal space can be regarded as a
bubble with a person at the center, forming an area which the person does not
wish to be invaded.
__________________________________________________________________
Delanie, our professor at the time, was leading the hike because no one
else knew why we were there or where we were going. But, Megan, Rachel,
Theresa, and I trusted Delanie, so we felt safe. It was about a half an hour drive
before we arrived at a series of brownish orange rock formations. We had to
climb upwards to the actual site she wanted to show us. The closer and closer
we got to our destination, we encountered more and more petroglyphs on the
rocks. Were these graphics a warning for outsiders to stay away? I couldn’t
decipher the language. Eventually, we went through a tunnel and then arrived at
a place that seemed deliberately hidden in order to be protected. I turned the
corner and there were these marks in the stone. Sandstone it looked like. The
impressions looked like hands. You could imagine hands swiping at the stone
over time. I felt that something had gone wrong there. It was a haunted place. I
couldn’t place the author of these markings, whether caused by one person over
a lifetime or many people. But most forcefully, I had the sensation of pain from
the space. But I didn't know what had happened there to cause pain.
I received an explanation from Delanie pretty immediately after arriving.
This was the Shoshone Birthing Rock. When women give birth they crouch and
put their hand into the stone and squeeze and claw at the surface. All of their
bodily pain is displaced onto the stone. It was a place where women have given
birth and also died during childbirth. Women over generations left their
impressions in the stone. It was a sacred, ritualistic place. Women went here to
give birth as evidenced and described by petroglyphs surrounding the hand
grooves. During childbirth, the pain of the experience was outputted on the
stone and they dug their fingers into the stone to displace it. I wanted to touch it
with my hand because I felt connected to the specifically female experiences
that happened there. Delanie said that was allowed. The rock was so smooth.
But, immediately after touching the surface, I felt like this had been the wrong
thing to do. It seemed like an interruption on my part into the Shoshone territory
and these women’s lives. I imagine I might have removed an infinitesimal
amount of dust through touching the stone and to this day it makes me feel
guilty—and, strangely, more guilty over time. It wasn’t my right to interrupt or
partake in this experience because I wasn’t part of the tribe or part of that
history. I think my classmates shared this feeling of having interrupted a space
that wasn't meant for us even by being in the location at all. The space said go
away. I don't think the photographs do that justice.
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The Birthing Stone gave me a sensation of pain, but I am not sure about the
role pain or reminders of pain play for the viewer. Is the expression of pain the
ultimate means to connect (we’ve all felt physical pain) or is it the ultimate
means to distance, to repulse the viewer (“I don't want to feel that. Get that
away from me.”) Elaine Scarry writes about how pain can be potentially isolating
in a diﬀerent way “This dissolution of the boundary between inside and outside
gives rise to a fourth aspect of the felt experience of physical pain, an almost
obscene conflation of private and public. It brings with it all the solitude of
absolute privacy with none of its safety, all the self- exposure of the utterly
public with none of its possibility for camaraderie or shared experience” (40).
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1. Create 4 small ball.
2. Press5 thumb into ball .
3. Pour red paint6 .
4. Fill indentation7 .
5. Create another ball 8 and put it on top.
6. Take the second ball and lay it overtop the first ball that has an indentation
filled with red paint.
7. Pinch perimeter of object to close in red paint9 . Once you've gone all way
around the perimeter, you're done with this object.
8. Repeat.

4Grab

a handful of flour in your hands. The flour sticks to your hands because of being greasy from a prior round. Throw
flour on the ground. Spill vegetable oil into the flour. Knead the flour with the vegetable oil. Toss in some water, about a
handful. The consistency will go back and forth between being too wet and too dry. The perfect consistency between wetness
and dryness is when it's greasy to the touch and holds its shape and doesn't stick to the skin, but can hold impressions. You’ll
get thumbprints and impressions of palm lines and such as you work with the dough. (Don’t be distracted.) Add color to the
dough mixture depending on what color you are wearing. Look back and forth to yourself and the mixture and once they match,
you’ve succeeded. Tear off a section of the mixture and roll a ball in your hands with the mixture about the size of an eyeball.
5Press

the eyeball with your thumb to make an indentation.

6Pour

fake blood.

7Don't

pour too much. “Too much” results in overflow and spilling outwards which is too be avoided. A perfect amount is
exactly to the top of the indentation.
8

Create another eyeball.

9Don’t

spill the blood on the outside of the blister. (If you do, wipe it up with your shirt. If your shirt and your pants and
your arms and every surface of your body already has wet blood on it that would smear on the object if you touch it, then go to
the bathroom and get some paper towels.) Seal the blood inside through pressing the perimeter. This motion involves both of
your hands holding the object, but the only fingers pressing the dough should be your index finger and your thumb. The thumb
is on the top of the object and the index finger is on the bottom. Place the index finger on the top and thumb on the bottom with
the dough in between them and then pinch firmly. (Don’t pinch the skin too hard or you will go straight through.) Go around
the perimeter and pinch, securing the blood inside.
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I created Picking, Bleeding in my first year of graduate school. I was
thinking about the wall as skin and I removed small specific portions over and
over again through placing dots of glue on the wall. Each moment formed part
of a swarm and an open, exposed wound. Part of the experience that was
frightening with this piece was that it was meant to sublimate (sublimination- the
redirection of socially unacceptable thoughts/urges for the purpose of art)
against the walls, but ultimately through the rigor of the process, my hands
blistered and, in some places, bled. I recall accidentally when I boiled a pot of
hot glue and accidentally spilt it on my leg and hand and then had to remove
that. Ultimately, the process became too close to be cathartic or beneficial to
me as a person. It was meant to be controlled and separated, but it felt like it
was blending into my real life and body. The wall became a mirror not only
imaginarily, but in actuality.
After I was done with this piece, I looked at my mark making and noticed
diﬀerences throughout the space. There was no door directly leading into my
studio. I was one of three people in that space and I always kept the door to the
three person space open for my roommates. I noticed that when I was working
in view of people my marks became more uniform, mechanical, and ordered and
once I life the view of the door my marks became more layered and frenzied.
When I felt myself under the gaze of someone (whether in actuality or just the
possibility), I altered my psychological state. This resulted in a fanning eﬀect
where the marks in the line of the doorway were one way and as I went further
into the studio and into isolated the more I would change. People noticed that
my mark making was diﬀerent in diﬀerent parts of the room, but I don’t think it
was identified what the open door did to me. Working under the thought of
possible surveillance is limiting. Surveillance was especially dangerous for this
project because it wasn’t exactly allowed to be happening. There wasn’t really
option to work quickly because it was so labor intensive, so I worked the most
at hours when people weren’t around to avoid human contact. Literally working
at the margins. While I was working once, there happened to be a safety
inspection and they were totally mortified. Taylor got an email that, student is
picking oﬀ all their walls, but it is “not technically against any rules…”. I think
this project was the first time when working around someone became a
constraining character in the work that aﬀected its outcome.
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Picking, Bleeding, site intervention, 2016

Picking, Bleeding, site intervention, 2016
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I re-performed the picking process at the end of my first year at RISD. To
the best of my ability, I recreated my childhood bedroom at the same scale and
did the process again. I built the frame for the room from two by fours, hung
drywall, installed carpet, painted the walls purple. I built my childhood bedroom
within my studio. It was a room within a room— layered like china dolls. One of
the most important things about this project became the carpet. If the walls are
skin, the carpet is hair. It absorbed every impression and stain. I never
attempted to clean, mend, or care for it. It only became more and more ruined,
decayed, and neglected over time.

Picking, Bleeding II, drywall, carpet, paint, wooden studs, 2016
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Picking, Bleeding II, drywall, carpet, paint, wooden studs, 2016,

Picking, Bleeding II, drywall, carpet, paint, wooden studs, 2016
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Picking, Bleeding II, drywall, carpet, paint, wooden studs, 2016
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“In the classroom, where Sister Irene is in complete control, she can let
her brilliance range freely, and she can be what the student Allen requires of her.
Outside the classroom, in the chaotic, messy world outside the “region of ice,”
she is passive and sterile in ways that infuriate him,” writes [add attribution], A
Region of Ice. Perhaps, I can compare Sister Irene’s classroom to my studio. A
space where I live, and wherein I can have freedom and control.
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As evidenced in these studio photographs, my natural tendency is to
collect. In Self Portrait as Pool, I found myself relating to the things I had
collected in my studio as my skin (“Throw me away”). There is a connection
between the body and the hoard. The hoard is a surrogate body, but also the
hoard has its own power and force materially on its own. For my thesis project,
I went through my studio remnants, separating the hoard by color. The studio
remnants have been churning, collecting stains, spills, rips, layers since I
entered the studio. I have been creating them for a long time. All the objects in
my collection are trash or were treated like trash, including art materials,
garbage, personal items, and objects of high and low expense. I paid attention
to objects that had been neglected in some way. By arranging these objects by
color, they will create a tonal surface that will read as skin, no matter what the
material. I pasted them together with Plaster of Paris, casting them as bricks.
Then, I arranged them to reference the size of a hollow body. They also remind
me of beds and graves.
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Dermis (white), studio remnants (garbage, food, personal items), 2017
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Dermis (blue), studio remnants (garbage, food, personal items), 2017
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